DATE: May 2nd, 2011

SUBJECT: BAAM Oil Cooler Upgrade Kit P/N 98690021

RATING: □ DIRECTIVE (Action is required) □ ALERT (Potential Problem) □ INFORMATION (Action is optional) □ PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT (Enhance Product)

MACHINE MODEL(S): Anchor Applicator BAAM

SERIAL NUMBER(S): BAAM S/N 690025 through S/N 690071

SUMMARY: A kit to upgrade the existing Thermal Transfer Product Oil Cooler to an AKG Oil Cooler is available by ordering P/N 98690021.

This upgrade is available to those who prefer to standardize on a particular Oil Cooler.

The kit includes the AKG Cooler and controller, new electrical harness, mounting brackets, mounting hardware, and installation instructions.

OPERATIONAL IMPACT: NONE

ACTION: Customer install would be required. Allow approximately 2 hours for installation. Some welding is required.

WARRANTY: None